
 
 

 
 
 
 

Proof of Employment Certificate 
 
 
 

This is to certify that Mr. Qiang Li was an employee of PayLuft 
 from February 15th, 2021, up to May 31st, 2021,  
as Computer Vision Software Engineer Intern. 

 
 

This certification is being issued to Mr. Li for 
 legal purpose it may serve. 

 
 

Given this 31st day of May 2021 at  
PayLuft, Mühlebachstrasse 32 CH-8024 Zürich. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Giorgio Talegon 
CEO & Head of Innovation 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Proof of Employment Certificate 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

 

This is to certify that Mr. QIANG LI is employed by PayLuft as Computer Vision Software 
Engineer Intern. He has been rendering services to our company from February 15th 2021 
to May 31st, 2021. 

 

As Computer Vision Software Engineer Intern, he is in charge of following responsibilities: 

1. Built the MVP application from scratch as the full-stack developer using state-of-the-
art Machine Learning models for biometric feature tracking and classification. 
Meanwhile, achieving satisfactory accuracy on well-known benchmarks. 

2. GitLab all the technical details and report directly to the CEO and Co-founder and 
attend scrum meetings, including investment meetings.  

3. Assist in the decision-making of a new technical hire (intern or non-intern). 

 

As Computer Vision Software Engineer Intern, Mr. Qiang Li, performed exceptional work 

that went beyond internship requirements. He is a highly motivated, self- starter and a 

quick learner. I was pleased with his enthusiasm in taking the challenging tasks and get the 

things done. He always demonstrates commitment in resolving issues from product 

manager side. Mr. Qiang Li not only met deadlines but also explains his code in a way that 

non-experts can easily understand. During the whole period of his employment, he proved 

himself to be a dependable and reliable Computer Vision Engineer and a hard worker with 

solid problem solving and technical skills.  

 

This certification serves as proof of Mr. Qiang Li’s affiliation with us as Computer Vision 

Software Engineer Intern. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Giorgio Talegon  

CEO & Head of Innovation 

Mühlebachstrasse 32 Postfach 769 

CH-8024 Zürich 

giorgio.talegon@payluft.com 


